When its economy was booming, it used to be said that when the USA gets a cold, Europe gets pneumonia. Now it presides over globalised insecurity. When Hong Kong gets pneumonia, the world goes into a panic. WHO has now warned travellers to postpone visits to Hong Kong and China\'s Guangdong province

In the early months of 2003, a few hundred cases of an obscure viral chest infection spread around South East Asia. Courtesy of air travel, a handful turned up in Canada, Australia, and the UK. A condition for the microbiologists to check out, certainly. But a global public-health alert? Surely not.

Because nobody knew Because nobody knew much about socalled severe acute respiratory syndrome, it offered a blank screen onto which the world could project its fears. It seemed to be spread directly to close contacts---but who could rule out a more dangerous airborne contagion? The death rate was only 4%---but could it become more virulent? After all there is currently no treatment and no vaccine. It might turn out to be just another flu-like illness---but what if it turned out to be like the 1918 flu pandemic that killed 40 million people?

In her commentary on the panic about AIDS in the late 1980s, the American critic Susan Sontag noted the widespread "sense of cultural distress or failure" in western society that seemed to create a need for an "apocalyptic scenario" and "fantasies of doom". This gloomy mood explained the "striking readiness of so many to envisage the most far-reaching of catastrophes".

Fears about an explosive epidemic of a lethal infectious disease compound existing anxieties about bioterrorism, nuclear war, or some environmental disaster, to create a peculiarly modern kind of apocalypse. The end is believed to be nigh, but this is a protracted condition rather than a terminal event, a state that looms but never happens. It is a case, as Sontag puts it, not of "Apocalypse Now", but of "Apocalypse From Now On".

Terrorism and war have now made a sense of impending doom even more pervasive. The fact that even apocalypse can become an ordinary expectation constitutes "an unparalleled violence that is being done to our sense of reality, to our humanity".
